
 

EKOTOPFILM|ENVIROFILM – 16 au 20 Mai 2016 – Hôtel Tatra, Bratislava 
Films français à l’affiche 

 

 

16 mai  
 

CANALS AND MEN 
Projection: 16/05 à 17h40 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: SALVO MANZONE 
ROK/YEAR: 2016 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: G 
VIDEO: 20 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
Water can be scarce even in parts of Europe considered rich in resources. Through a research project on Intangible Cultural 
Heritage (ICH) in France, we discover that in the dry Alps near Briançon, men created gravitational irrigation canals in the Middle 
Ages, that is still maintained today and characterized as sustainable. But this ancient and fragile knowledge is at risk of 
disappearing in the modern world, which prioritises efficiency and profit rather than resilience and the respect for nature. 
A handful of passionate men seek to safeguard this heritage in the face of urbanization, territorial legislation and large artificial 
water systems. 

 

17 mai  
 

DANCES WITH DOLPHINS 
Projection: 17/05 à 16h Salle Terra 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: GRANZOTTO, SARANO STEPHANE, 
FRANCOIS 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 52 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ANGLICKÝ / ENGLISH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: BEZ TITULKOV / NO SUBTITLES 

 
Dolphins are the gifted masters of the ocean. By their intelligence, communication and cooperation, they display exceptional 
abilities. But dolphins would be just another species if they weren't so curious about human beings. Dolphins are one of the very 
few wild animals that come to humans spontaneously and without reward. This strange relationship between dolphins and 
humans is universal. Some people give up everything to devote their lives to this relationship. François Sarano, biologist and 
diver, takes us to meet these people who dolphins have accepted in their universe. 

 

SOVEREIGNITY DREAMING 
Projection: 17/05 à 21h10 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: VANESSA ESCALANTE 
ROK/YEAR: 2014 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: D 
VIDEO: 47 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ANGLICKÝ / ENGLISH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: FRANCÚZSKE / FRENCH 

 
Aboriginal women of Australia start for the first time a fight against a nuclear waste dump on sacred land. 

 
 
 
 
 



18 mai  
 

ONCE UPON A PEATLAND 
Projection: 18/05 à 16h Salle Terra 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: CÉLINE MALÈVRE 
ROK/YEAR: 2014 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 32 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
Peat bogs. An alive, old environment of several thousand years, fascinating, full of mysteries and still underestimated. 
Through a personal quest, the director takes us to discover this world. Crossing France in search of answers, we will even go to 
Denmark! 
Throughout meetings, we learn more on many aspects about peatlands: functioning of the environment, biodiversity, and 
threats and saving, but also on our history. This film with mass appeal is in tribute to this fantastic world. 

 

FREEDOM, THE LEGEND OF THE EAGLES 
Projection: 18/05 à 20h05 Salle Terra 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: MURIEL / JACQUES-OLIVIER BARRA / 
TRAVERS 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 51 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH + SK DUBBING 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
Freedom is a story about a chance encounter between two sea eagles: one living in the wild in France and the other that had 
been in captivity for years. The wild bird is free but alone. It soars majestically, but lives a harsh existence. We watch the second 
bird stagger into freedom under the watchful eye of a man who has decided to change the bird’s fate. 

 

AMAZON VOICES 
Projection: 18/05 à 21h05 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: LUCILE ALEMANY 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: E 
VIDEO: 52 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ŠPANIELSKY / SPANISH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
Day after day, oil exploitation is eating through the Amazon region, which is drastically affecting the people living there. Certain 
indigenous communities are filled with ideas to rethink the society and the quality of life. By its pacific resistance and the 
strength of its conviction, the Kichwa people of Sarayaku became emblematic. Through life in community and a specific scholar 
system, their values and convictions are transmitted to the new generations. Original solutions to the current global obstacles 
are proposed and they notably call for a particular vision of education. 

 

19 mai  
 

THE LAST KINGS OF THE ARCTIC 
Projection: 19/05 à 16h Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: CHRISTOPHE COUSIN 
ROK/YEAR: 2014 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: D 
VIDEO: 48 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
Sitting on top of the earth is one of the most inhospitable environments on the planet. There are no trees just nine months of 
winter per year and temperatures that can fall to – 70 degrees. 
Up on the roof of the world, isolated, desolate and constantly swept by Arctic winds there are a few men who have learned to 
survive in this intense and frozen world. We call these men the ‘Kings of the Arctic’. From up high they watch as the rest of  
humanity causes the global warming, which is slowly attacking their own territory. Some of them dream of finding gold or petrol 
beneath their feet whilst others prepare to go hunting to ensure the survival of their clan… 

 

PLANET ICE – THE ALPS, GLACIERS UNDER CLOSE 
SURVEILLANCE 
Projection: 19/05 à 19h40 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: THIERRY BERROD 
ROK/YEAR: 2014 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 51 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ANGLICKÝ / ENGLISH + SK DUBBING 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 



Located at the foot of Mont Blanc, Alpine glaciers are among the most sensitive glaciers in the world. We will see the agony of 
the first victims, glaciers situated at less than 3500 meters. The economic and geological impact of their demise is likely to be 
significant in the coming years. Destination for thousands of hikers and climbers in growing numbers, these glaciers, often very 
close to villages, are under high surveillance. 

 

SAFARI TOURISM: PAYING TO KILL 
Projection: 19/05 à 20h40 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: OLIVIA MOKIEJEWSKI 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 52 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
When King Juan Carlos paid an estimated $60,000 to kill an elephant in Botswana, it caused a major political scandal. The recent 
shooting of Cecil the Lion provoked headlines all over the world. But despite the global outrage, hundreds of Westerners come 
to South Africa every year to kill wild animals. In this film, we investigate the safari tourism industry. 

 

20 mai  
 
HAPPY RAIN 
Projection: 20/05 à 16h50 Salle Vita  
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: ISABELLE GOUPIL 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: D 
VIDEO: 52 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ANGLICKÝ / ENGLISH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: BEZ TITULKOV / NO SUBTITLES 

 
Every year, rivers and streams descending from China, Nepal, Bhutan and India join together and overflow, flooding and 
nourishing the Bangladeshi soil throughout the long monsoon season. In Daudkandi, 2 hours southeast of Dhaka, Morshed Millat 
Sakiul from nonprofit group Shisuk was confident that certain of the flood zones could be developed for fish farming. He 
convinced the local communities to invest together to create a fishing company. 
Thus began an innovative human adventure. A large part of their pooled capital was invested in infrastructure and the villages 
were progressively linked together, creating a new-shared environment. A new local economy was developed, jobs and 
businesses were created, the fish were abundant and the rice harvests were better. 

 

BAOBABS BETWEEN LAND AND SEA   
Projection: 20/05 à 19h35 Salle Aqua 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: CORNU CYRILLE 
ROK/YEAR: 2015 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 55 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: FRANCÚZSKY / FRENCH + SK DUBBING 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: ANGLICKÉ / ENGLISH 

 
By their sheer size and original shapes, baobabs are among the most remarkable trees on the planet. Relatively unknown in 
Madagascar, these giants are currently threatened by deforestation. To study them, in the heart of their forests, Cyrille Cornu 
and Wilfred Ramahafaly travel by pirogue, exploring 400 km of wild and isolated coastline in the southwest of Madagascar. The 
film chronicles the expedition. It reveals discoveries, encounters, and scientific results of the two explorers, baobabs and 
landscapes that had mostly never been filmed or even photographed. 

 

LIFE ON US 
Projection: 20/05 à 21H05 Salle Vita 
 
RÉŽIA/DIRECTOR: PIERRE-FRANCOIS GAUDRY 
ROK/YEAR: 2014 

ŠTÁT/STATE: FRANCÚZSKO / FRANCE 
KATEGÓRIA/CATEGORY: B 
VIDEO: 52 
JAZYK/LANGUAGE: ANGLICKÝ / ENGLISH 
TITULKY/SUBTITLES: BEZ TITULKOV / NO SUBTITLES 

 
Just like planet Earth, our body is composed of fascinating landscapes, and like it, is the scene of surprising wildlife. "Life On Us" 
offers a unique microscopic safari, encountering the creatures that live, thrive, compete, feed, breed, are born or die on the 
surface or in the depths of our body. Some may seem harmful, others are useful and even essential to our survival, but all 
participate in a subtle biological balance, constructed during our evolution. We will travel from the savannas of our skin to the 
jungles of our scalp, from the acid lakes in our stomach to the moist caves of our intestine. Along the way, we will realize that 
the biodiversity on our bodies is essential to our balance. 

 
 
 


